
U.S. Midwest Domestic Hot-Rolled Coil (HRC) 
Steel Hedging Examples

Hedging involves taking a position in the futures markets opposite to the exposure in the physical (cash) market. Futures gains/losses are equal to 

the difference between the buy/sell price.  Physical gains/losses should be the exact opposite for an effective hedge.

Key elements in hedging:

 • Must have clearly defined financial objective

 • Identify risk exposure

 • Maturity dates of hedge must match underlying exposure

 •  The size (value) of the hedge must closely match the size of the physical position

  Key Rule: for every physical transaction, an opposite and equal futures transaction needs to happen:

  Sell product, Buy futures

  Buy product, Sell futures

Hedge against possible price increase

 Forward Swap Level: $695/ST

 1)  Assume you BOUGHT 30,000ST (5,000ST/ month Jan-June) at an industry accepted index price. 

 2)  Your customer wants to buy 30,000 ST at a fixed price, 5,000ST/month for the same period.

 3)  You SELL to your customer at a fixed price based on the futures price with a fixed margin.

 4)  You want to lock in a fixed price for the period = BUY a financial swap @ $695/ST (20ST/Contract => 250 Contracts x 6 = BUY 1,500 HRC 

futures contracts).

 5)  This means your PURCHASE price for Jan-June, 2012 will be $695/ST.

Physical Futures

Sep. 1

Sell 30,00ST (5,000ST/ month Jan-June) @ $695/ST

Sep. 1

Buy 1,500 HRC futures contracts  

(250 contracts/month Jan-June) @ $695/ST

Jan. 1

Buy 30,000 ST(5,000 ST/month Jan-June)   

of HRC at market price of $700/ST

Jan. 1

Sell 1,500 HRC futures contract 

(250 contracts/month Jan-Jun) @ $700/STJan. 15, 2012

Ship Goods

Physical Metal Loss =  
$695-$700 = $5/ST

Jan Hedging Profit =  
$700-$695 = $5/ST

Result: Loss in physical sale of the metal is offset by the gain in the hedge 

 To learn more about our steel products please visit www.cmegroup.com/ferrous
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Hedge against possible price decrease

 Forward Swap Level: $695/ST

 1) Assume you SOLD 30,000MT (5,000ST/Month) at an industry accepted index price.

 2)  You want to lock in prices for the period because you believe market prices are going down, or you simply want to smooth out your  

earnings curve. 

 3) You SELL a financial swap @ $695/ST (20ST/Contract  = 250 contracts X 6 = SELL 1,500 HRC futures contracts).

 4) This means your SALES price for Jan-June, 2012 will be $695/ST.

Physical Futures

Sep. 1

Buy 30,000ST of steel @ $695/MT

Sep. 1

Sell 1,500 futures contracts averaged @ $695/ST

Jan. 1

Sell 30,000 ST (5,000 ST/month Jan-June)  

@ market price of $690/ST
Jan. 1

Buy 1,500 Jan. HRC futures contract @ $690/ST
Jan. 15, 2012

Ship Goods

Physical Metal Loss =  
$695-$690 = $5/ST

Jan Hedging Profit =  
$695-$690 = $5/ST

Result: Loss in physical sale of the metal is offset by the gain in the hedge 


